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Introduction

Within the orbit of witchcraft, what is the relationship between sexuality, heresy, and diabolism? Since the early history of Christianity in Europe, these topics have increasingly come to be viewed “like three sides to a triangle,” to use Evans-Pritchard’s famous formulation concerning Zande witchcraft, oracles, and magic.1 This symbiosis, already in evidence in the early Middle Ages, intensified as the later medieval world experienced an ever increasing erotization and diabolization of witchcraft. Whereas accusations in the earliest reliable sources suggest relatively simple maleficia, such as drying up cows, raising storms, and murder, the charges of the early modern period maintain that these same crimes, and much worse, are now committed by the sabbat-attending, baby-murdering, licentious harlots into which the medieval strigae have been transformed. Age-old slanders, especially slanders involving sexual license, which had traditionally been used against groups at odds with the dominant society – at first, against Christians themselves, and later, against the Cathars, Waldensians and other heretics – were recycled to fit the emerging image of devil-worshipping, congregational witches.2 In Scandinavia, this transformation is most notable in the “Journey to Blåkulla” complex that develops already by the early 15th century,3 but there is a much earlier Nordic case from 1324–25 that brings together some, at least, of these items, and raises interesting questions concerning the association of witchcraft with heresy, diabolism, and issues of sexuality in the Scandinavian context.

Our understanding of the European witchcraft phenomenon in all its manifold details – its accusations, crazes, and so on – has undergone remarkable reevaluation in recent decades, and certainly the study of Nordic witchcraft has been profoundly influenced and energized by it.4 Overwhelmingly, however, the numerous recent studies of the witchcraft phenomenon in Scandinavia have focussed on the post-Reformation situation, where the extent of the persecutions is great, the imprint of elite witchcraft ideology imported from the Continent readily apparent, and the documentation and data substantial.5 Witchcraft in the Viking Period and the Middle Ages, on the other hand, has proved a largely
elusive topic, generally being seen as a shadowy survival of Norse heathendom. What has been substantially ignored is the “missing link,” that is, an account of events in the later medieval period, particularly in the non-insular Scandinavian areas: specifically, an examination of how elite and non-elite, native and imported understandings of witchcraft evolve during the three centuries before the Reformation, an era during which attitudes toward witchcraft change markedly in the North. *The Older Law of Gula ping*, for example, in a manuscript from ca. 1250, but believed to go back to originals approximately a century older, calls for those who practice witchcraft to be exiled; yet the corresponding section in a manuscript from the first half of the 14th century, now demands capital punishment for those guilty of witchcraft or of “riding a man” (riði mann). Attitudes of all sorts begin to harden in this period: whereas many of the native terms used for witches and witchcraft (e.g., trollkona, galdrakona, visindamaðr, skratti; fjǫlkyngi, margþrœði, góðningr) carry no easily or clearly assayable moral implications, 14th-century belief is explicit in its association of witchcraft with heresy (e.g., trolskaps synd är at stridha mot gudz budhi ‘the sin of witchcraft is [its] struggle against God’s commandments’). In exploring the evolution of the witchcraft triptych – sexuality, heresy, and diabolism – in the Nordic area, there is much to be learned from a Norwegian case involving an accused witch by the name of Ragnhildr Tregagås.

**Events in Bergen 1324–25**

In the winter of 1325, Bishop Auðfinnr of the Norwegian city of Bergen faced a dilemma: how was he to respond to growing rumors about the behavior of a certain Ragnhildr, who, it was reliably and widely reported, had renounced God, fallen into heretical beliefs, and used magic in an attempt to preserve her adulterous and incestuous relationship with her cousin Bárðr. The documentation of this case consists of Bishop Auðfinnr’s original “proclamation” (*De quadam lapsa in heresim Ragnilda Tregagaas*) and his subsequent “sentence” (*Alia in eodem crimine*), preserved in transcriptions of the bishopric’s “protocol-book.”

In his complaint of February 1325, Auðfinnr notes the following: 1) That gossip about Ragnhildr’s lapses and character had been heard week after week; 2) That he could not with a good conscience allow such public discussion to continue without investigation; 3) That although she denied the allegations in a meeting on the 28th of January, 1325, when confronted with witnesses on the 5th of February who swore that Ragnhildr had on the 3rd of November, 1324 freely confessed to her crimes, she admitted that she had concealed in Bárðr’s and Bergljót’s bridal bed on the first night of the wedding, 5 loaves and 5 peas, as well as a sword, and uttered an incantation. When examined again on the 8th of February, Auðfinnr continues, Ragnhildr admitted to the following: 1) That the testimony of the witnesses was correct; 2) That she had, while her husband
was still alive, four times had carnal relations with Bárðr, to whom she was related in the third and third degree; 3) That she had denied God and given herself over to the Devil in order to sow discord and rancor between Bárðr and Bergljót; 4) That she, at the incitement of the Devil, had recited this curse – “I cast from me Gandul’s spirits. May one bite you in the back; may another bite you in the breast; may the third stir up in you hatred and ill-will” (Ritt ek i fra mer gondols ondu. æin þer i bak biti annar i briost þer biti þridi snui uppa þik hæimt oc ofund) – after which one was to spit on the individual concerned; 5) That due to Ragnhildr’s actions, Bárðr rejected Bergljót and went to Hálogaland, whence Ragnhildr prepared to go as quickly as she possibly could; 6) That her claims to have power over Bárðr’s life and death if he failed to follow her will in everything was due to the fact that her husband would kill him for his adulterous and incestuous relationship with her; 7) That she, on the second day of the wedding, in mockery of the bridegroom had an outburst, expressing her happiness that because of witchcraft, Bárðr would be impotent; 8) That she, on the first night of the wedding and without the knowledge of the bride and bridegroom, concealed herself in the bedroom next to the bed; and 9) That she had learned the heretical incantations in her youth from Sórlí Sukk.

The sentence meted out to Ragnhildr is restrained, especially when set against the practice of fierce justice in the post-Reformation period. Bishop Auðfinnr concludes that Ragnhildr’s crimes center on her use of a charm and the heresy thereby involved, as well as on her attempts to destroy Bárðr’s marriage to Bergljót. He notes that Ragnhildr has long been kept imprisoned in fetters, where, after much fasting and prayers, she looks for an appropriate punishment. Auðfinnr then says that it must be taken into account that he is told by reliable individuals that at the time of the crimes, Ragnhildr was not in full command of her faculties. He will, therefore, soften his judgement, in accord with the advice and entreaties of his fellow clerics and other prelates, citing the admonition, “Have I any pleasure at all that the wicked should die... and not rather that he should return from his ways and live?” (Ezekiel 18:23). After all, the bishop notes, the law itself would not look for grace to be denied where someone had but once fallen into such wrongful ways. Assured by her oath to repudiate such activities, the Bishop proscribes a set of fasts (several a week) for the rest of her life and a seven-year pilgrimage to visit holy sites outside of Norway. If Ragnhildr fails in any respect, she is to be regarded as having relapsed in heresy and turned over to the secular courts.

Curses and Male Members

In Nordic sources, witchcraft is generally intertwined with other taboo topics, especially sex: it cannot, for example, be mere coincidence that the sections of the Norwegian law codes dealing with witchcraft, bestiality, and heathen sacrifice follow one after the other in most manuscripts. So close was, or became, the
association between witchcraft and sexual license, that by the close of the medieval period, *trolle hus* (lit., ‘troll or witch house’) could be used in Swedish to mean ‘whorehouse.’ And it is telling that one of the last events related about the Norse colony on Greenland concerns the seduction of a woman through the use of magic, the burning of the seducer-witch, and the woman’s apparent madness as a result.

In the context of the sexual use of magic, the curious episode of Ragnhildr Tregagás has principally attracted attention from researchers interested in the nature of her curse. By far the most important of these contributions has been that of Ohrt, who identifies several parallels, including a strikingly similar German curse from a trial in 1407. Although there remain sharply opposed opinions about details, it is clear that the curse falls neatly into the tradition of Nordic *maledicti*. Moreover, the substance of the accusations against Ragnhildr – her attempt to keep her lover from consummating a union with another woman through enchantment – foreshadows what will become a common charge against witches in Europe. Both the *Malleus maleficarum* and the *Compendium maleficarum*, for example, explore in some detail the ability of witches to prevent coitus through ligature (i.e., the ability to effect impotence through magic), including at least some anecdotes where a witch prevents her lover from leaving her for another woman. Page after page, wondrous anatomical theories fill and inform these works, but no discussion is more striking than the following from the *Malleus maleficarum*:

And what, then, is to be thought of those witches who in this way sometimes collect male organs in great numbers, as many as twenty or thirty members together, and put them in a bird’s nest, or shut them up in a box, where they move themselves like living members, and eat oats and corn, as has been seen by many and is a matter of common report? It is to be said that it is all done by devil’s work and illusion, for the senses of those who see them are deluded in the way we have said. For a certain man tells that, when he had lost his member, he approached a known witch to ask her to restore it to him. She told the afflicted man to climb a certain tree, and that he might take which he liked out of a nest in which there were several members. And when he tried to take a big one, the witch said: You must not take that one; adding, because it belonged to a parish priest.

What, indeed, is to be thought of those witches? Although this picture may with some justice be dismissed as yet another extreme view of witchcraft from the *Malleus maleficarum* – Kieckhefer, for example, characterizes this tale of the captive penises as “atypical” – the fear of women capable of rendering male genitalia ineffectual is routinely brought up by Ivo of Chartres, Thomas Aquinas and other theologians.

In 1189, the Norwegian archbishop, Eiríkr, maintains in a letter to the Icelandic bishops that if a couple cannot cohabit, then such a condition has to do either with witchcraft (*med giorningum*) or with an inherited disease. The question of such conjugal problems, usually referred to as *horundfall*, is often taken up in medieval Norwegian laws. Its specific manifestation as male
impotence as a result of female manipulation is known elsewhere in medieval Scandinavian sources. One of Stockholm’s fifteenth-century ‘loose women’ (lösa quinnor), for example, Margit halfsfstop, admits that she has, through the use of magic, removed a fellow’s manhood ‘where he had stood and urinated’ (ther hand hade standit och gjort watn fran sigh).  

Native literary monuments also indicate a preoccupation with fecundity, phallicser, and sexual dysfunction. Vølsa þátr, for example, describes a Norwegian fertility cult and its worship of a horse phallus. Scholars have been at some pains to determine the place, if any, of Vølsa þátr in Old Norse religion, but there can be little doubt but that, whether the story is traditional or a conversion tale of more recent coinage, this late fourteenth-century text speaks reams about our topic here. The eddic Hávamál (v. 113–14) contains a specific admonition against copulation with witches, although whether it evinces this same fear of emasculation or impotence is unclear:

fiolkunnigri kono scalatu í faðmi sofa, [in a witch’s arms beware of sleeping, sá at hon lyki þic liðom; linking thy limbs with hers.]

hon svá gorir, at þú gáir eigi þings née þioðans mál; She will cast her spell that thou carest not to go mat þú villat née mannciðs gaman, to meetings where men are gathered, ferr þu sorgafullr at sofa. unmindful of meat, and mirthless, thou goest, and seekest thy bed in sorrow.]  

A most striking instance of “art imitating life” is found in Njáls saga, when the Norwegian queen Gunnhildr curses her soon-to-be-former Icelandic paramour Hrútr. Gunnhildr’s reputation, a potent blend of sexuality and power which has led at least one scholar to label her the prototypical “Destructive Prima Donna,” is fully developed in Nordic sources as that of the “compleat witch” – she has studied magic with the Finns, does not hesitate to poison her political enemies, and is described as “a very beautiful woman, shrewd and skilled in magic, friendly of speech, but full of deceit and cruelty” (kvinna fegrst, vitr ok margkunnig, glaðmælt ok undirhyggjumaðr mikill ok í grimmaða). When Hrútr discloses to her that he wishes to return to Iceland, but denies that any woman awaits him there, Gunnhildr assists him in gaining the king’s leave to depart, but then places an enchantment on him:

Hon tók hendinni um háls honum ok kyssti hann ok mælti: “Ef ek á svá mikít vald á þér sem ek ætla, þa legg ek þat á við þík, at þú megrir engri munud fram koma við konu þá, er þú ætlar þér á Íslandi, en fremja skalt þu mega vilja þinn við aðrar konur. Ok hefir nú hvárki okkát vel: þú trúðir mér eigi til málsins.”

[She put her arms around his neck and kissed him, and said, “If I have as much power over you as I think, the spell I now lay on you will prevent your ever enjoying the woman in Iceland on whom you have set your heart. With other women you may have your will, but never with her. And now you must suffer as well as I, since you did not trust me with the truth.”]
When Hrútr subsequently returns to Iceland and marries Unnr, things do not turn out well for the newlyweds and when after several aborted attempts to divorce herself from Hrútr fail, Unnr finally divulges to her father, Mörör, the reasons for her marital dissatisfaction:

Thus, we find a very close parallel to our historical event from the 1320s in a saga written some 40 years earlier, namely, jealous women who in both instances curse the men’s genitals in such a way that the weddings between their paramours and rivals cannot be consummated, although the specific results of the spells could apparently not be more dissimilar. And, there are substantial “technical” differences as well: Gunnhildr appears capable of placing a pox on Hrútr through her embrace, kiss, and words, whereas Ragnhildr employs a rather elaborate set of verbal (i.e., the curse) and physical (i.e., the sword, peas, loaves, and spittle) anaphrodisiacs. If, indeed, Njáls saga presents an abbreviated version of this same curse complex, the reason may be purely pragmatic and pedagogical, or perhaps because the writer’s knowledge is imperfect. In either case, it represents an exquisitely poignant reminder of the wide-spread belief in, and fear of, magically empowered women, as well as a useful point of departure for considering the historical events in Bergen half a century later. The Gunnhildr and Hrútr episode in Njáls saga unquestionably indicates that Ragnhildr’s behavior fit an already-, and perhaps well-, established pattern of what female witches were believed to engage in. What does not seem to fit the expected pattern is Bishop Auðfinnr’s reaction to events.
Events in Bergen Considered and Reconsidered

We know a number of important details about the man in whose hands Ragnhildr’s case rested: Auðfinnr succeeded to the bishop’s seat in Bergen after his brother, Ærni, and in so doing became a player in one of the major conflicts facing the Norwegian church at this time, viz. – the status of the royal chapels (de kongelige kappeller) vis-à-vis the bishopric. With his background as a student in France, probably at Orléans, Auðfinnr was well-prepared for the major legal conflict in which he became embroiled as bishop, and was, one can assume, acquainted with prevailing views on witchcraft. In addition to the question of the royal chapels, Auðfinnr was inevitably caught up in the rising popular passions surrounding the execution of the so-called “false Margrét,” and issued a proclamation in 1320 against what were fast becoming popular pilgrimages to the site of her burning near Bergen. Morality and social order were also topics of immediate and great moment: a picture of the situation facing the bishop as he dealt with Ragnhildr’s case can be had from several documents from Bishop Auðfinnr’s very busy calendar of early 1325. In the same month in which he addresses the witchcraft case, Auðfinnr adjudicates another accusation of incest, evidently in the context of a disputed inheritance. In March, he judges that a certain Eiríkr must accept Domhilda as his wife after a long period of cohabitation. Later (1325 or 1326), he addresses a case of deception, abduction, and adultery on a grand scale (Repeticio uxori de adulterio). The nearly-contemporary runic inscriptions from Bergen bear out this image of a bawdy, even licentious, society.

Anachronistically, it may be noted that toward the end of the fourteenth century, Bergen’s Danish-born bishop, Jakob Jensen, decries “…the impure and sinful life which is in Bergen, and above all, the amount of promiscuity here which is greater in this little city than in any comparably sized place in all Christendom…” (…pat oreinligt ok sundalight liferne þar i Bergvin er ok allre meir einn nw sem er frillu lifverne þar meri ofvızt her j þessum lıtta stadenum. en nokrum jafn storum j ollum kristindominum…). He notes further in this jeremiad that “…the daughters of good men are being spoiled and dishonored” (…jungfrur godra manna dettr skemmazt ok vanheidrazt…) by this behavior. Although this Sodomesque view of Bergen comes several generations after the Ragnhildr case, already in the early decades of the century, a similar clerical concern for private mores and public behavior can be discerned in the relevant portions of Hauksbók, a manuscript with well-established ties to Bergen in the early fourteenth century. One of Hauksbók’s sermons is entirely dedicated to questions of whoredom and illegitimate births (þeir drygia hordom fyst oc gera born saman), and warnings against diabolism and witchcraft (af galdra monnom eða af gerninga monnum. þeim er med þaufr fara eða með lyf eða með spar þuí at þat er fianda villa oc diofuls þionasta), including a reference to women who use sexual magic on their men “that they should then love them well” (En þær ero sumar konor er gera drycki oc gefa gilmonnum sinum. til þess at þeir skili...
Although we cannot be certain that this sermon had specific application to Bergen at this moment, it is deeply concerned about the dangers of magic, paganism, diabolical activity, witchcraft and licentiousness, and the clergy was evidently taking steps to address the problem.

The destruction of the Knights Templar a few years before the case of Ragnhildr Tregagás is often cited in witchcraft literature as a development critical to the formulation of elite views of witchcraft, such as initiation through the renunciation of Christianity, rampant and raucous sexual practices (especially homosexuality), and Devil worship, in particular the so-called Devil’s Pact. That Bishop Auðfinnr, the former student at Orléans, could have allowed Ragnhildr’s crimes to be dismissed so lightly — especially in view of Auðfinnr’s explicit association of Ragnhildr’s behavior with heresy and a Devil’s Pact — has often been viewed by modern critics as a sign of his tempered and enlightened rationalism, a sort of last medieval outpost of the critical spirit with which the Canon episcopi of Regino of Prüm and the penitential of Burchard of Worms are supposedly imbued, and which we are not to see again until Reginald Scot’s Discoverie of Witchcraft in 1584 (e.g., Berulfsen’s view that “[Auðfinnr’s] prohibition against worship of the false Margrétt and his intervention in the case of Ragnhildr Tregagás can certainly be seen as an enlightened and rational cultural figure’s opposition to the superstitions of the period, an outlook which does him honor”). In fact, we will only understand Auðfinnr’s decision, and Ragnhildr’s case as a whole, if we explore it against the tangled backdrop of Bergen politics and popular attitudes in the 1320s.

The dispute between the bishopric and the royal chapels, a critical chapter in Norwegian church history, developed after 1308, when Pope Clement V, following the urging of King Hákon V, granted certain privileges to the Norwegian royal chapels, fourteen in all, five of them within the Bergen bishopric. Among these privileges, the priest in charge of the Church of the Apostles was named “Dean of the Royal Chapels” (magister capellarum), and allowed the trappings of a bishop. Troubles quickly arose between the Royal Chapels and the bishopric, and in 1311, the Pope and Guido de Bayio responded to some of these issues, including a refutation of the idea that the Dean of the Royal Chapels would be allowed to judge the members of the Royal Chapels where anything other than major sins and crimes were involved. As difficult as the situation was under Bishop Árni, tensions reached a new level in the relationship between Finnr Halldórsson, Dean of the Royal Chapels, and Bishop Auðfinnr, especially with regard to the question of parish borders and the freedom of the Royal Chapel clergy to operate outside the chapels themselves. Many images of this conflict could be adduced, but none better captures this ecclesiastical “turf war” than does the case of Bótólfr Hákonsson, a canon from Niðarós and formerly fehirde ‘royal treasurer’ in Bergen, who attacked a parish priest during High Mass at the Church of the Apostles during Lent in 1320. The latter was preparing to read aloud Bishop Auðfinnr’s proclamation concerning worship of the “false Margrétt,” when Bótólfr apparently knocked him off the stool on which...
he was standing and held him fast, thereby preventing him from reading the proclamation, which course of action Bótólf evidently undertook, to judge from his remarks, in order to keep the regular clergy from participating in any degree at the Royal Chapels.47 Little wonder then, given the fact that King Hákon had just died (1319) and was succeeded by the three-year-old Magnús Eiríksson, that the authority of the clerics at the Royal Chapels was quickly curtailed and limited to the care of the souls of the royal family itself and its close circles.48

Bishop Auðfinnr thus emerges from his numerous entries in the bishopric’s “protocol-book” as an outstanding figure, an active leader and a vigorous defender of the prerogatives of his bishopric, but what do we know of Ragnhildr? No satisfactory answer to this question has thus far emerged, although the interesting suggestion has been made that her cognomen tregagás should be understood as the genitive (singular or plural) of tregi ‘difficulty’ or ‘reluctance’ (also ‘grief, woe, sorrow’) with gás ‘goose’ in the nominative.49 The similarity between Ragnhildr and the story of the witch, Pórdís, in Kormáks saga, is striking: it is Pórdís who attempts to undo the spell on Kormákr, a glamour which continually frustrates the romance between the saga’s eponymous hero and Steingerðr, with a counter-spell that includes the sacrifice of three geese. This explanation appears compelling, but can be refined slightly: ON gás was also used for that part of female anatomy most relevant to this discussion, Latin cunnus.50 Thus, the byname tregagás might appropriately mean either ‘goose of difficulty’ or ‘pudendum of difficulty,’ interpretations with obvious applications to both our historical event of 1325 and such situations as those in Kormáks saga. Either the name was a well-earned sobriquet conferred on Ragnhildr because of her professional calling or it was something of more recent coinage resulting from the peccadillo of the previous year. It should be borne in mind that Auðfinnr says Ragnhildr has fallen into wrongful ways but once – thus it is unlikely that Ragnhildr has acquired her nickname as an occupational title. More probably, it is a derisive cognomen conferred on her by the same populace whose rumblings call Auðfinnr to action in the first place.

In his important proclamations, Auðfinnr often relies on, or claims additional authority through, the opinions of those whom he variously describes as wise men, learned men, or men of standing:51 in the case of his proclamation concerning the “false Margrét,” for example, Auðfinnr refers to such counselors as ‘the wisest men in the country’ (the wissiste mend i landitt). In his consideration of Ragnhildr, Auðfinnr makes several similar references to just such notable consultation, on whose judgement he relies. Moreover, he mentions a number of what he calls ‘distinguished men’ (discretos viros) who witness the questioning of Ragnhildr at the refectory in Fusa and testify to her earlier admissions, although we know so good as nothing about them otherwise. He does not typically use such language, or such procedures, in dealing with domestic issues, suggesting the conclusion that there was something unusual in this case, either because of the severity of the situation or because of the participants.52

Ragnhildr was to meet Bárðr in Hálogaland in northern Norway as quickly
as she could, but the initial hearing was held in Fusa, a location to the southeast of Bergen in Hordaland, across Svinningen on the opposite shore of Fusafjordr. There is little reason to believe that Ragnhildr made it this far on the way out of Bergen to meet Bårdr in Hålogaland, as her movements in that case would naturally have taken her in the opposite direction. We may then reasonably understand her questioning in Fusa as indicating that she was apprehended there either because she was on a circuitous route to meet her erst-while lover, or because she was attempting to escape prosecution by the authorities or the families of the couple. To do so may be taking the data too far – after all, Ragnhildr may as easily have been connected with the area in other ways, including the possibility that she lived or had property in the vicinity – but if she was pursued and caught, it suggests that her social standing, and Bårdr’s, was important enough to warrant such a dramatic move. Such a supposition would help explain Bishop Auðfinnr’s care in using “distinguished men” in the questioning process, as well as the fact that he feels compelled to address the wide-spread rumors that are sweeping Bergen. Indeed, it would help explain why there would have been rumors in the first place, especially gossip that would have reached the influential circles to which Auðfinnr refers – surely the behavior of a peasant or other unimportant person would fail to merit such attention. Moreover, such a reading would explain why the bishop takes such exaggerated care to note that it is because of the high degree of evidence that Ragnhildr is being held in custody, but only in an area for those suspected of crimes, and not in the area for those convicted of wrong-doing. Finally, such a supposition would also explain why we know so many details about this one case, when we know nothing at all about any other specific instance of witchcraft in Norway before the Reformation. It is inconceivable that this case was the only occasion on which a charge of witchcraft was brought before the Norwegian ecclesiastical courts throughout the Middle Ages – surely some other reason explains why it is the one instance treated in medieval Norwegian records.

How would our understanding of events be altered, then, if we were to assume that collectively, these details suggest that Ragnhildr was someone of status, indeed, someone of sufficient station to be of proper concern to the Royal Chapels? In this case, Auðfinnr simply could not let the case go unaddressed because of its high visibility, and yet he would want to show leniency at every turn (especially as he was at this time engaged in some serious maneuvering with Princess Ingibjorg, the Queen Mother), a willingness to confer with fellow ecclesiastics, and a desire to keep the case within his purview. Should Ragnhildr break the conditions of her release, Auðfinnr specifies that the case should be transferred to the secular courts, which suggests that he is ensuring that should the issue come up again, the case would stay out of the hands of the Royal Chapels. Likewise, his insistence on labeling Ragnhildr’s crimes a heresy may well derive from his interest in keeping the case within his own jurisdiction. We are perhaps justified in asking again, who is this Ragnhildr?

There is, in fact, a candidate who would fit the profile just sketched very
nicely, known to us elsewhere as Ragnhildr, “the housewife of Skjolgen” (Ragnhildar huspræyi j Skioλghenne), who, in March of 1327, enters into an agreement with the canons of Niðarós Cathedral according to which her son, Bárðr [I], will attend school daily for 6 years and eat at the brothers’ table, in consideration for which, Ragnhildr deeds to the canons twenty-two estates and other properties, principally in Trøndelag. Such arrangements were not unusual, although the 6-year specification appears to be without precedent. Moreover, she signs the deed on behalf of her son, and nowhere is her husband mentioned, suggesting the twin possibilities that her son is young and that her husband is dead or otherwise out of the picture. One is reminded of Auðfinnr’s remark that Ragnhildr had slept with Bárðr while her husband was still alive. This comment should no doubt be understood to mean that he has since died. Extensive holdings in Trøndelag would also help explain Ragnhildr Tregagas’s urge to flee with her lover northward in Norway, and properties of the sort mentioned in the agreement would accord well with the social standing other circumstances suggest. If Ragnhildr was pregnant at the time of Bishop Auðfinnr’s judgement, this possibility would explain why she has not yet left on her seven-year sojourn, and perhaps we get a hint of this condition in Auðfinnr’s remark about Ragnhildr’s mental (and physical?) condition at the time of her crimes (non mentis sue compotem ut lunaticam extistisset). Finally, Auðfinnr’s accusation is from February 1325; our only information about the date of his judgement is Auðfinnr’s statement that Ragnhildr has been incarcerated ‘for a long time’ (diu). Thus, the timing of this agreement between the canons of Niðarós Cathedral and “Ragnhildr, the housewife of Skjolgen,” approximately two years after the case of Ragnhildr Tregagás is first brought to light, would dovetail neatly with the sort of time-table we might imagine for her departure for foreign pilgrimage sites, as well as for the birth of a son resulting from her dealings with Bárðr. The connection between these two Ragnhildrs – if correct – would certainly explain a great deal.

**Conclusion**

In the foregoing, the case of Ragnhildr Tregagás and its historical setting have helped us understand the relationship between elite and non-elite witchcraft ideologies in Norway and in Europe. Whether or not the proposition identifying Ragnhildr Tregagás with “Ragnhildr, the housewife of Skjolgen” is correct, there is much to be learned from this little episode from Norwegian cultural history. The events of 1324–25 and the sermon in Hauksbók draw together witchcraft, obscenity, and social order in an important way: Auðfinnr could not be clearer that he acts out of a sense that public order demands a response to the rumors of indecent behavior. Ragnhildr’s confession suggests that she believed in the possibility of a power to control men’s sexuality and men’s actions, a belief system in evidence elsewhere in Nordic sources, and a serious and credible
threat to Church doctrine. For his part, Bárðr, for whatever reasons, does leave his wife and travel to northern Norway, a fact the bishop himself attributes to Ragnhildr's actions. Auðfinnr's ready association of Ragnhildr's acts with diabolism gives remarkably early testimony to the identification of witchcraft with heresy and the Devil's Pact, especially in such a hyperborean setting as early 14th-century Norway. And the absence of any charge of a sabbat or other indication of congregating witches in the case of Ragnhildr Tregagás may suggest that the lewd conduct of assembled witches that later became so fully engrained in accusations of witchcraft was an as-yet undeveloped, or at least unnecessary, notion in the Nordic context.

There is much yet to be learned concerning the transformations that took place in Nordic witchcraft beliefs, as the witchcraft of Nordic heathendom evolved into that of the early modern era. Without a doubt, the evidence left by that most alacritous of writers, Bishop Auðfinnr, concerning the case of Ragnhildr Tregagás, with its love magic, adultery, incest, diabolism, and heresy, will continue to play a decisive role for our understanding of medieval Nordic witchcraft.
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